Momentum based learning algorithms are one of the most successful learning algorithms in both convex and non-convex optimization. Two major momentum based techniques that achieved tremendous success in gradient-based optimization are Polyak's heavy ball method and Nesterov's accelerated gradient. A crucial step in all the momentum based methods is the choice of the momentum parameter m, which is always set to less than 1. Although the choice of m < 1 is justified only under very strong theoretical assumptions, it works well in practice. In this paper we propose a new momentum based method ADINE, which relaxes the constraint of m < 1 and allows the learning algorithm to use adaptive higher momentum. We motivate our relaxation on m by experimentally verifying that a higher momentum (≥ 1) can help escape saddles much faster. ADINE uses this intuition and helps weigh the previous updates more, inherently setting the momentum parameter to be greater in the optimization method. To the best of our knowledge, the idea of increased momentum is first of its kind and is very novel. We evaluate this on deep neural networks and show that ADINE helps the learning algorithm to converge much faster without compromising on the generalization error.
INTRODUCTION
Non-convex optimization problems are the natural formulations in many machine learning problems. A wide variety of problems like (un)supervised learning, Bayesian learning and the most recent successful models training deep models fall under non-convex optimization. Various learning approaches have been proposed as the global minimization of these non-convex problems are NP-hard in general. Gradient descent is the de-facto iterative learning algorithm for optimization problems. Several variants of gradient descent have been proposed (i) Momentum based methods like Polyak heavy ball method [7] , Nesterov accelerated gradient [6] (ii) Variance reduction methods like Stochastic variance reduced gradient(SVRG) [8] (iii) Adaptive learning rate methods like Ada-Grad, AdaDelta, RMSProp etc.
Gradient descent coupled with momentum -also called classical momentum by Polyak [7] , is the first ever variant of gradient descent involving the usage of a momentum parameter. The momentum methods use the information from previous gradients in addition to the current gradient for updating the learning parameters. Nesterov in his seminal work [6] , proposed an accelerated gradient method (also a momentum based method as shown by [12] ) which gives an upper bound on the number of iterations for learning algorithm to converge. With the tremendous success of deep learning models, Sutskever in his work [12] worked out to incorporate the seminal work by Nesterov [6] . Nesterov's method performs an update in the same way as classical momentum, only with a correction to the gradient.
Gradient descent is generally used in the form of mini-batch gradient descent in minimizing all real world optimization problems, where only a small subset of training data (called a mini-batch) is used due to the presence of enormous amounts of training data. The use of a mini-batch for gradient calculation introduces a lot of variance due to the stochasticity of learning algorithm. Methods like SVRG have been proposed, which try to reduce the variance in gradient with strong theoretical guarantees. There exist other variance reduction methods like SAG [10] and SDCA [11] also.
Recently, several methods have been proposed that try to adapt the learning rate in gradient descent. Riedmiller and Braun proposed Rprop [9] method which suggested the usage of an adaptive learning rate based on the sign of gradient in last two iterates. Rprop increases the learning rate of a weight if the gradient sign does not change in last two iterates, otherwise it decreases the learning rate. AdaGrad -proposed by Duchi [2] , divides η(a global learning rate) of every step by ℓ 2 norm of all previous gradients. This scaling using the norm reduces the learning in dimensions which have already changed significantly, and speeds up in the dimensions that have not changed rapidly, thereby stabilizing the model. RMSProp proposed by Tieleman [13] is a simple amalgamation of Rprop and SGD. This method scales the learning rate by the decaying average of squared gradient. There are few other methods proposed which adapts the learning rate like AdaDelta [15] . Adam -proposed by Kingma [5] is a very successful method that almost all recent stateof-the-art networks used. Adam makes use of the first and second order moments of gradients and ideas from norm-based methods, through combining the advantages from AdaGrad and RMSProp.
In this work, we study the momentum based methods and propose the idea of having scheduled increased momentum. We motivate our work by showing that higher momentums helps escape saddles. Later, we propose ADINE, an adaptive momentum based method which helps learning algorithms to converge faster. Section 2 discusses the background needed to understand the proposed method. In Section 3 we discuss the motivation of our work by showing how higher momentums help escape saddle points. We present ADINE in Section 4, following which we showcase experimental results obtained from using ADINE in Section 5. We conclude our work with pointers to future research directions in Section 6.
BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
In this section, we discuss the preliminaries that are used in this work. Let us consider minimizing an unconstrained objective function f (·), mathematically defined as follows:
Minimizing the above function is easy when the objective is convex in nature. But real-world problems, such as loss functions in deep learning, are non-convex in nature. As mentioned earlier, gradient descent algorithm has become the work horse to minimize non-convex optimization problems. The vanilla gradient descent algorithm calculates the gradient of f w.r.t all the parameters for the entire training set and makes a descent direction using the below equation.
(2) The calculation of gradient becomes difficult if we have large amounts of training data, we then use only a batch of training data to calculate the gradient and this variant is called mini-batch gradient descent. This gradient update in Equation 2 does not use the previous update information. Polyak proposed a way to use the previous updates to use in a gradient descent method and this is referred to as Polyak's heavy ball method, also called classical momentum. In the next subsection we discuss two main fundamental momentum methods: − Polyak's heavy ball method & Nesterov's accelerated gradient.
Polyak's heavy ball method
Polyak's heavy ball method (a.k.a. Classical Momentum abbrev. CM) proposed by Polyak [7] is the first method that suggests using the previous update information in gradient descent. This method guarantees a upper bound on the number of iterations required to arrive at an ϵ-accurate solution for a function which is α-strongly convex and β-strongly smooth on R d .
The update equation which characterizes Polyak's heavy ball method is as follows:
where η is the learning rate and m is the "momentum" parameter. Theorem 2.3 describes the convergence of the above method as: 
Nesterov's accelerated gradient
Nesterov's accelerated gradient (abbrev. NAG) proposed by Nesterov [6] , provides a bound on the number of iterations to arrive at an ϵ-accurate solution. Unlike Polyak's method, Nesterov's theoretical guarantees are not under very strict assumptions. Nesterov's bound applies for L-smooth functions. The Nesterov's method is described by following set of equations: steps, and also ensures that:
Analogous Equations for CM and NAG
Sutskever et al [12] came up with an analogous set of updates which characterize the aforementioned methods individually. The analogous equations proposed by [12] for CM and NAG are as follows:
For Polyak's heavy ball method CM:
For Nesterov accelerated gradient NAG:
where η is the learning rate, m is the momentum parameter, v is the velocity vector and is initialized to zero(v 0 = 0).
MOTIVATION FOR OUR WORK
The motivation for our work arises from observing the values of the momentum parameters in CM and NAG. Polyak's suggestion that the choice of m < 1 in his method is a general scenario when making use of CM. Sutskever [12] who proposed the simplified update equations also suggested that the choice of m < 1. This raises an important question to think why the value of m is chosen to be < 1.
We try to explain the reason for choice of m < 1 under both momentum methods. We check the actual values of the optimal momentum parameter as calculated by Polyak for CM and by Nesterov for NAG. Consider the expression for the momentum parameter in CM:
Notice that m opt ≤ 1. In fact, if m opt = 1, then α = 0. But by definition of the strong convexity, we need α > 0, and hence in CM the choice of m is m opt < 1 justified. If we consider the momentum parameter of NAG.
We take CM and analyze the behavior of the update based on the momentum parameter. We perform a sum over the updates specified by equation 5. Let f (·) be the function in consideration:
It can be observed that higher the value of m, the more we weigh the previous update.
The study of momentum in non-convex setup is very interesting given the "loss function" of the model is non-convex and does not satisfy any assumptions Polyak and Nesterov make. Despite the huge success of these momentum methods in many models (ex: deep learning) prior to the arrival of newer methods, we believe that the analysis of momentum is still not addressed in its entirety. We start our analysis by checking to see if we can do any better with the existing momentum based methods by weighing the previous updates more. We hypothesize that setting the momentum parameter higher will help the learning algorithm to converge faster.
Another motivation to study the variation of m is the problem of saddles in deep learning models. It is been argued that as the dimension of the model increases local minima is no longer an issue, instead it is the exponential proliferation of the saddles [1] which make learning algorithms to converge to saddles. The existing methods of saddle escaping are done under very strict assumptions like strict saddle [3] property. We propose to study if the increased momentum also viewed as inertia will help to escape the saddles. We study the proposed increased momentum to see how it can help escape synthetic saddles.
Synthetic Saddles
We motivate our hypothesis of increased momentum by analyzing its behavior near saddles. We generate saddles using the definition of a saddle point. A critical point θ s ∈ domf is said to be a saddle point if ∇f (θ s ) = 0, and is neither a local maximum nor a local minimum. In terms of the Hessian matrix ∇ 2 f evaluated at θ s , if the Hessian matrix is indefinite, then the point θ s is a saddle point.
Using this definition of a saddle point, we come up with a way to generate a 2 nd degree multi-variable homogeneous polynomial with a saddle in its domain, which is of the form given below:
Note that the critical point is θ * = 0. The method we use to generate functions of this kind is: we randomly sample the coefficients of the θ 2 i s i.e., α i s, from a uniform distribution U[0.99, 1.01]. Note that the Hessian matrix at the critical point θ * is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being Λ = {2α 1 , 2α 2 , . . . , 2α n }. Since the Hessian matrix is diagonal, Λ is the set of eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at θ * , and to ensure that the Hessian is indefinite, we toggle the signs of α i s alternately i.e., α i α i+1 < 0.
We do not restrict our study to just saddles of the form defined in equation 20. We also provide another set of functions: 3 r d deдree multi-variable homogeneous polynomial with a saddle in its domain, which is of the form given below:
Note that here too, the critical point is θ * = 0. The method we use to generate functions of this kind is analogous to the method we use to generate functions of the form is equation 20, except that we sample the β i s from U[1, 2] and don't toggle the signs of β i s unlike α i s.
We experimented to see how our proposed hypothesis of increasing the dependence of the previous update i.e., increasing momentum can help escape the saddle on these multi-variate homogeneous quadratic and cubic functions. Figure 1 demonstrates our findings when increasing the momentum with a function of the form defined in equation 20 with a dimensionality (n) being 100 and 1000. We used CM with different momentum parameters taken from the set {0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.01, 1.10}. We examine as to how each setting performs -in this case, escaping the saddle at θ s = 0. The initialization point was placed close to the saddle, so that the closest basin of attraction is θ s = 0. Figure 1 highlights our findings.
Apart from the high-dimensional homogeneous quadratic function, we also performed the same experiment for validating our hypothesis on a high-dimensional cubic polynomial function of degree 3 having the form in equation 21. The graphs show the result for the dimensionality n being 100 and 1000. We used NAG for the sake of difference (since we used CM for homogeneous quadratics) with the momentum parameters taken from the set {0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.01, 1.10}. Again, the objective of this experiment is to see which setting escapes the saddle at θ s = 0 faster. The initialization point was placed close to the saddle again, since the closest basin of attraction would be θ s = 0. Figure 2 shows the performance of saddle escape using momentum under different settings of momentum parameter.
From the results it was evident that increasing the dependence of previous update i.e., increasing momentum pays off. In both the results, we noticed that setting m ≥ 1 performs better than the standard settings; where m is set to 0.9 or 0.95. We let the function drop below −8 and −7 in homogeneous quadratics of the form in equation 20 and homogeneous cubics of the form in equation 21 respectively. Since the saddle is at 0 and is also a basin of attraction, the path of the updates must be very close to the saddle for it to go below the previously mentioned values.
Perceiving this idea might be harder due to the existence of higher dimensions, which is why we also provide a contour plot of a special case of the function in equation 20 with n = 2, α 1 = 1, α 2 = −1. We try it with both CM and NAG and wait until the function value dips below −10. The results are tabulated in Table 1 From these synthetic experiments, it can be clearly seen that the gradient descent with momentum is able to escape saddles much faster when the momentum is higher. Using these results, we come up with an algorithm ADINE for stochastic settings which we discuss in detail in the next section.
PROPOSED METHOD: ADINE
With the motivation of increased momentum helping gradient descent to escape saddle much faster from previous section 3, we introduce a method to schedule the momentum for faster training. In a typical real world setup, we use mini-batch gradient descent as the gradient calculation for entire dataset is infeasible, as mentioned earlier in Section 2. But the loss calculated for a mini-batch is a noisy estimate of actual loss.
For this reason, we suggest the usage of weighted sum loss, wherein this loss helps depict the monotonous nature of the descent as well as the noise that is characteristic of this method. We define this weighted sum loss (abbrev. WSL) as below:
Here l k stands for the loss computed at iteration k which is l(θ (k ) ) andl k stands for the WSL computed after k iterations. The closed form expression forl k is as follows:
Using thisl k , we would like to propose ADINE, which adaptively sets the momentum rate in a learning algorithm. The momentum can be viewed as inertia in a physical setup, hence the name ADINE taken from ADaptive INErtia.
Our algorithm ADINE, takes a set of parameters, a loss function, two momentum values, learning rate and a special hyperparameter, which we discuss about further. The algorithm proceeds until convergence of the loss, and returns the trained parameters of the model. Compute current loss l t = l(θ (t −1) ) and weighted-sum-losŝ l t = l t −1 + l t /2 6: ifl t > ζl t −1 then v t = mv t −1 − η∇l(θ (t −1) + mv t −1 ) 12:
ζ is a new hyperparameter that our algorithm takes as input. The intuition for this hyperparameter is as follows: taking into account the noisy nature of updates arising due to mini-batch gradient descent, if the current WSL i.e.,l k is greater than the previous WSL i.e.,l k −1 within a limit, decided by the ζ factor, we set momentum to m д . If the current WSL is lower than the previous WSL, we are in terms, since this ensures progress. If the current WSL is higher than allowed amount of increase dictated by ζ , then we set momentum to m s . Setting higher ζ allows for higher upper bound/tolerance from above, which could cause your model to train badly. On the contrary, setting lower ζ allows for a strict upper bound/tolerance, which could cause momentum to not being set to m д at all.
We performed some ablation studies on this new hyperparameter, and we list our observations: Table 1 : Number of iterations taken to reach a function value of −10 with the function f (x, y) = x 2 − y 2 using different momentum methods
• For wide and shallow networks, a higher choice of ζ is preferred for better results. • For narrow and shallow networks, a lower choice of ζ is preferred for better results.
• For deep networks, a lower choice of ζ is preferred for better results. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we provide a detailed study of our proposed method on various setups. Using these results, we also showcase how our method helps converge much faster in neural networks. We present the performance of our proposed method on various neural architectures using different datasets.
Datasets & Performance metric
We used the standard datasets that are used in general by deep learning research community. We used CIFAR-10 1 , SVHN 2 datasets. CIFAR-10 is a dataset of 60, 000 color images each of size 32x32 with 10 different classes which are equally distributed. 
Experimental Setup
Since our proposed work is an improvement over momentum based method, we compared our method against the Nesterov momentum. We used the same hyper-parameters for all different experiments. We used a learning rate of 10 −4 and an ℓ 2 regularization with a regularization constant of 10 −4 . We used a batch size of 32 for all our experiments. In all experiments, we used ReLU activations in hidden layers and Softmax activations at output layer. The weights were initialized using the initialization scheme suggested by Glorot and Bengio [4] in their paper. Cross entropy loss function is used to train all the models. We used no other fancy optimization tricks in our experiments. We trained each algorithm under for different models as mentioned below:
• Run Nesterov Momentum throughout using a momentum of 0.9. We call this scheme: Baseline 1.
• Run Nesterov Momentum with a momentum of 0.95. We call this scheme: Baseline 2. • Run our proposed method using Algorithm 1 with hyperparameters m s = 0.9 and m д = 1.0001 We call this scheme: ADINE.
Results on CIFAR-10
We experimented the above mentioned schemes on training a deep neural network on CIFAR-10 dataset. Figure 4 shows the rate of convergence on training loss when trained on architectures viz 256×384×256×128×10 and 256×512×10. The hyper-parameter ζ is set to 1.03 and 1.5 respectively in the above mentioned architectures. The input to the network is the features extracted using Wide-ResNet [14] , which is a 256-dimensional vector for every image. Our proposed method achieved a test accuracy of ≈ 94%. The test accuracy is almost same under all momentum schemes but our proposed method ADINE is able to achieve the state-of-the-art performance test accuracy much faster when compared with other momentum based methods.
Results on SVHN
We also experimented our proposed method ADINE on SVHN dataset. Figure 5 shows the performance of our proposed method on the SVHN dataset. We used a network architecture of 192 × 288 × 288 × 10 and 192 × 384 × 10. For SVHN training the hyper-parameter ζ in our proposed method ADINE is set at 1.1 and 1.5 respectively for the above mentioned architectures. The input to the neural network is the features extracted using Wide-ResNet [14] of dimension 192. The proposed method ADINE achieved at test accuracy of ≈ 96% which is very similar to the test accuracy achieved by other momentum schemes.
It can be clearly seen that rate of convergence to a very low loss is much faster when training using our proposed method ADINE. It is also worth noticing the dip in the training loss of our proposed method ADINE. This dip indicates that our method is improvising over the standard NAG. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed ADINE -a faster and a better way of training using SGD with the usage of a scheduled momentum parameter. Our experiments have validated the hypothesis that ADINE is able to converge much faster than existing momentum methods. We also showed an another major implication of our work in trying escape the synthetic saddles in polynomial functions. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore this particular idea of studying the momentum based methods with higher momentum. As a part of future work, we plan to study the theoretical guarantees of our proposed method ADINE.
